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ALICE setup



ALICE coverage



ALICE PID



ITS



ITS

 SPD : 2 layers pixel detector
 SDD : Silicon drift detector
 SSD : double-sided. 35mrad stereo.



ITS



ITS performance



TPC

 Diameter inner: 1.2m outer 5.56 m 
 Length 5.1 |eta|<0.9   88m2 drift volume
 100 kV electrode at center of chamber, 
 ~400V/cm electric field, 18 MWPC sectors; 

570132 charge-sensitive RO Pads
 Gain: 2x10^4, 5.66MHz sampling rate, 

88ms sampling time to 500 time bins.
 Drift velocity ~ 2m/10^-4 ~ 2000m/s



TPC structure



TPC performance



TPC performance

 Dp/p ~ 1.2% - 1.5% for MIP, 5% 
for electron

 dE/dx < 10%, s/b ~ 20:1 – 30:1
 Tracking eff ~ 90% matching rate 

to ITS ~ 90%
 Occupancy ~ 15-40% avg 22% (dn/

dy=8000)



TOF



TOF

 TOF system covering the central rapidity region (|y|<1) 
is of crucial importance in the ALICE experiment. Pion/
kaon/proton separation in the intermediate momentum 
range (from 0.2 to 2.5 GeV/c) will provide relevant 
observables in order to investigate the nature and the 
dynamical evolution of the hadronic system produced 
in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions, at LHC energies.

 high efficiency (> 95%)
 excellent intrinsic time resolution (< 100 ps)
 high granularity/low occupancy ( 105 channels)
 rate capability adequate to the ALICE environment ( 50 

Hz/cm2)
 good uniformity of response
 modularity and simplicity of construction.



TOF Performance



TRD

 The pion rejection capability required is driven mostly by the J/ψ measurement and 
its pt dependence.

 As outlined in the Addendum to the ALICE proposal [5] a factor 100 in pion rejection for
 electron transverse momenta above 3 GeV/c is the goal. While the requirement for the  ϒ

is less
 stringent, the light vector mesons ρ,ω,φ as well as the di–electron continuum between 

the J/ψ and
 the  are only accessible with this performance.ϒ
 - The required momentum resolution is primarily driven by the matching to the TPC. 

The momentum
 resolution requirements for the central barrel are fulfilled by combining TPC and ITS
 reaching e.g. a mass resolution of 100 MeV/c2 at the  for B = 0.4 T (see Chapter 12) ϒ

and the
 function the TRD needs to fulfill is to add the electron identification. This goal can be 

reached
 by having a pointing capability from the TRD to the TPC with an accuracy of a fraction of 

a TPC
 pad. The TRD will provide a momentum resolution of 5% at 5 GeV (see Chapter 11) 

leading to
 a pointing accuracy of 30% of the padwidth allowing unambiguous matching with 

exception of
 very close hits. At the trigger level good momentum resolution leads to a sharper 

threshold and a
 smaller probability of fake tracks but no strict requirement can be derived from this.



TRD



TRD



TRD



V0 & T0



PHOS (photon spectrometer)

 -0.12<eta<0.12(|theta|<6.8o), 100^o in 
azimuthal angle (Compared to CMS |eta|
<3)

 Optimized for photon 0.5-10GeV/c
 2.2cmx2.2cmx18cm PbWO4 (Compared 

to CMS 2.2x2.2x23cm)
 R=4.6m (Compared to CMS 1.29m)
 2.2cm/460cm ~ 0.0048 in deltaPhi
(Compared to 0.0174x0.0174 in CMS)

Better pi0 resolution



PHOS



PHOS



EMCAL

 The EMCal will also measure groups 
of close particles (called “jets”) 
which have a memory of the early 
phases of the event. 

 |eta|<0.7, azimuthal angle 110o

 Individual tower: detaxdphi =  
0.014x0.014 (Compared to CMS 
ECAL 0.0174 x 0.0174)

 Pb scintillator, sampling calo



PMD (Photon multiplicity detector)

 Preshower detector
 1.8<eta<2.6, 5.8m away from IP, 

full azimuthal angle.
 Determination of reaction plane
 Photon multiplicity / charged 

multiplicity



EMCAL



HMPID

 HMPID will enhance the PID capability of ALICE 
beyond the momentum range allowed by the 
energy loss measurements (ITS and TPC) and by 
the TOF. The HMPID detector has been designed 
to extend the useful range for the identification of 
p and K up to 3 GeV/c and of p up to 5 GeV/c, on 
a track-by-track basis. 

 5% coverage in phase space in barrel region
 CsI Photodetector
 The HMPID has been designed to measure the 

Cherenkov angle with an accuracy of few mrad 



HMPID



HMPID Performance



Muon spec
The front absorber 
suppresses all particles 
except muons coming from 
the interaction vertex. 

The tracking system is made 
of 10 cathode pad/strip 
chambers arranged in 5 
stations of 2 chambers each. 



V0 & T0

 T0: 2 arrays of PMT with Cherekov radiator.
 provide L0 trigger (T0), approximate vertex 

position, estimation of multiplicity. 2.9<eta<3.3 & 
-5<eta<-4.5

 Weak up signal to TRD
 Start signal for TOF
 V0: 2 disks of plastic scintillator+optical fiber.
 Minbias trigger, centrality, Multiplicity and 

luminosity
 Scintillators



Forward detector



FMD



FMD



FMD multiplicity study



ZDC

 ~116m away from 
IP.

 Measurement of 
centrality

 Measurement of 
luminosity
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